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CHANGING THE
GAME
The late Roger Bannister CBE, was the very first human in history to run a 4 minute
mile, back in 1954, a record that had long been considered impossible and even
dangerous to attempt. What has this got to do with sustainability and the Race to
Zero? Well in the month after Sir Roger’s incredible feat, Australian John Landy beat
Bannister’s time by over a second, and in the three years following a further 15 also
conquered the 4 minute mile. Whilst Bannister was running a very different race he
did something impossible and challenged the widely held belief of the impossible.
We too have a responsibility to change the game.
Fundamentally we must take accountability as both consumers and technology
leaders to change the way in which we work, live and of course, consume. For the
data center then this has meant looking for “improvements” within our existing
models but the question must be asked, is it enough and should we be looking at this
differently?

Traditional PUE and
WUE measurements
have massive
limitations and can
only measure within
the infrastructure you
currently have, in our
terms that’s like
comparing the top
speed and fuel
efficiency of a double
decker bus to that of
a formula one car.
They're simply driving
different races.
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PUE is simply measuring the percentage of energy used by computational
elements with the overall data center energy consumption, or compute energy/
facilities energy - with many hailing 1.0 as the “holy grail” of efficiency.
Fundamentally though this doesn’t stack up, consider the following:

DC 1

DC 2

Overall Energy use 9872 KwH

Overall Energy use 7532 KwH

PUE 1.08

PUE 1.35

Clearly DC2 has either more efficient computation infrastructure or less efficient
cooling and facilities infrastructure, it could be argued then that whilst DC1 will
claim better energy efficiency their overall consumption is very clearly more
harmful and emitting more carbon than their counterpart. Not to mention more
costly.
Other measures have been suggested including performance per Watt which
goes someway to levelling the playing field but is costly to implement and
difficult to manage. ERF or Energy Re-Use Factor is in use in a number of sites,
focused on the residual heat and powering business parks and entire towns in
some cases. Both innovative models but in need of further development.
Even in cases where the energy in use is truly green, i.e. wind, solar, or wave, is
only one part of the equation. Indeed we need a rethink of our efficiency models
to look not just at efficiency but at consumption overall, where the energy
produced is reused and how we can truly affect a carbon Zero or minus Zero
environment.

NET CARBON NEUTRAL VERSUS "ZERO"
In Europe, in particular a number of initiatives have emerged from the European
Green Deal, an ambitious EU wide directive that aims to reduce net Greenhouse
gas emissions by at least 55% by 2030 (in comparison with 1990 levels) and
striving to make Europe the worlds first climate neutral continent by 2050. Yet
climate neutral or carbon neutral and Carbon Zero are not the same.
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CARBON ZERO

To reach a state of net zero emissions for companies implies two
conditions:
1. To achieve a scale of value-chain emission reductions consistent
with the depth of abatement achieved in pathways that limit
warming to 1.5°C with no or limited overshoot and;

2. To neutralise the impact of any source of residual emissions that
remains unfeasible to be eliminated by permanently removing an
equivalent amount of atmospheric carbon dioxide.’
SOURCE - CARBON TRUST
CARBON NEUTRAL
Carbon neutrality means not adding new greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to the
atmosphere. Where emissions continue, they must be offset by absorbing an
equivalent amount from the atmosphere, for example through carbon capture
and reforestation that is supported by carbon credit schemes.
According to the Carbon Trust here’s where the key differences lie:

1.The boundary of a net zero target includes global scope 1, 2 and 3
emissions of the organisation, whereas carbon neutrality for an organisation
only requires scope 1 and 2, with scope 3 emissions encouraged but not
mandatory.
2.The boundary of a carbon neutral claim can refer to a specific product or
service instead of encompassing the whole organisation in the case of net
zero.
3.The reduction in reported emissions required differs. Net zero targets must
align to a 1.5°C science-based target, whereas the level of ambition of a
carbon management plan for carbon neutrality is not specified.
4.The approach to residual emissions differs, with specific greenhouse gas
removals required for net zero targets, whereas carbon offsets are
accepted for carbon neutrality.
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What this means then for the data center industry is that whilst carbon neutrality
might be achieved through better emissions management, energy usage,
renewable energy credits (REC’s) and via the purchase of carbon credits,
achieving Carbon Zero is a much more effective and holistic process.
Most if not all organisations will be committed to carbon emission reductions but
engaging the right people and building a case for change is critical to those that
want to reach a more sustainable balance quickly. Gaia Edge’s team understand
and actively engage your senior stakeholders, sharing compelling industry
knowledge and practical hands on expertise to help you create buy in for
business aligned objectives.

THE COMMERCIAL PRIZE
It’s clear that The Race to Zero needs a more sustainable approach that
recognizes, understands and ultimately seeks to shrink the impact of an
organisations carbon footprint in line with global goals. Making the commitment
to carbon zero requires a clear pathway, sustainable goals and complete
business buy in as well as physical and process change. It isn’t a case of “should
we do this” but “when should we do this” and “how can we be the first do this”?
The commercial prize for those that finish the Race to Zero is abundant with
clear financial and stakeholder benefits as below;

·
·
·
·

enhanced credibility and brand reputation
the ability to drive innovation and create competitive advantage
increased resilience given likely future regulation
increased investor confidence

Moreover, and more importantly those that start the Race to Zero, however
minimally are taking the first important steps to helping our world, our way of life
and our fragile ecosystems flourish and regrow in the face of our self-made
climate emergency.
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ABOUT GAIA EDGE
Gaia Edge designs and builds sustainable
data centers, supporting organisations by
driving measurable performance whilst
reducing environmental impact.
We specialise in Colocation, White-space,
On-Prem and Edge deployments, enabling
technology companies to be greener by
delivering compelling solutions.

WHAT WE DO

We know that progress and sustainability must go hand in hand.
Gaia Edge designs and builds sustainable data centers, supporting
organisations by driving measurable performance whilst reducing
environmental impact.

HOW WE DO IT
We do this by disrupting the existing processes of data center
design and build, challenging the norm, sourcing innovative and
emerging tech that can deliver performance and efficiencies for
all, enabling corporate and social responsibility.

WHO WE DO IT FOR
Whether you need data center capacity in one or 100 locations,
6kW or 6mW, assistance with transformation or you need help with
strategy, hardware or deployment and logistics, we want to make
the implementation of your IT infrastructure, like edge computing or
data center space, as sustainable as possible.

CONTACTS

LOCATION

Gaia Edge Limited
19-20 Bourne Court
Woodford Green
IG8 8HD, United Kingdom

Email - racetozero@gaia-edge.com
Phone - +442085314473
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